Geta kommun (municipality) - Sale Advertisement
Geta kommun advertise the sale of one second-hand emergency tender that has been in
use at Geta Frivilliga brandkår (Geta Volonteer Fire Brigade).
Information of the vehicle: emergency tender with crane, VW LT45D (double cabin, 2 + 4
persons), manufactured in 1988, registration no. ÅLO 350. Bought in the year of 2001 to the
Geta volunteer fire brigade. At the time of acquisition it had been driven approximately 188
000 km.
Included:
- Mounted crane, Hiab 130 (1500 kg - 0,95 m, 550 kg – 2,7 m) at the back of the car
body (on the aluminium loading platform).
- Towing hook
- Working lights to the loading platform.
- Weight of the car is 3 100 kg. In traffic the total maximum allowed weight of the car is
5 000 kg.
The vehicle is for sale with the provision that it will be sold in its current condition. Potential
buyers that want to take a closer look at the vehicle can contact Fire Chief Lennart Johansson
per e-mail lennart.johansson@jomala.ax or mobile phone 0457-522 1630.
Procedure of the sale;
Written offers marked with ”Geta FBK” is handed in to:
”Räddningschef Lennart Johansson, Räddningsområde Ålands landskommuner
c/o Jomala kommun, Godbyvägen 448, AX-22150 Jomala”
Offers need to be handed at the latest Friday the 3rd of April 2020 14.00.
Offers can also be handed in via e-mail to the e-mail address lennart.johansson@jomala.ax.
Pre-conditions:
 Minimum offer is 2 500€ excluding VAT.
 The buyer with the highest offer will win the sale.
 Offers shall be specified in Euro excluding VAT. VAT will be added to the price of
the purchase if the vehicle is sold within Åland. The buyer will pay for any possible
taxation costs or costs related to the transfer of ownership and registration documents.
 If there are two or more offers that are equal to each other, Geta kommun will arrange
a bidding contest between the potential buyers.
It is hereby notified that Geta kommun can
- accept or discard any offers,
- withdraw from a sale process
- accept an offer even if it is the only offer that has arrived to the municipality
Handover of the vehicle to the buyer will be done only after the agreed upon payment to Geta
kommun is completed, at the latest 15th June 2020.
Geta 2.3.2020
Lennart Johansson, Fire Chief

